
 
Tanmay Deochake  
 
 
Creator of inventive and aesthetic instrumentation, blender of musical genres: Tanmay 
Deochake is one of the most sought out ,versatile and renowned Harmonium players in 
India. 
 
Born into a family of musicians, Tanmay was provided his first steps into what would be a 
spiritual and dynamic musical journey throughout his life thus far. It was under the tutelage 
and guidance of his grandfather Gopalrao Deochake and his father Abhay Deochake that he 
studied the harmonium and keyboard. At the tender age of four, he made his debut at a reputed 
festival and by the age of twenty, he was already accompanying well established, honorable 
musicians. 
 
A noteworthy period in Tanmay’s musical sojourn came when he received his Indian classical 
music training at Gandharva Mahavidyalaya, where he learnt in the age-old indian traditional 
gurukul format under the guidance of Pt. Pramod Marathe. Tanmay has also had the privilege of 
receiving guidance from his gurus Pt. Ulhas Kashalkar and  Pt. Suresh Talwalkar. It is because of 
his guru’s that today Tanmay’s desire to create music has found fruition and that he is known for 
his creative virtuosity.   
 
Tanmay is able to seamlessly compliment vocals, Tabla solo and other indian classical 
instruments with his harmonium. He has performed the world over and accompanied revered 
artists like  Pt. Swapan Chaudhari, Ut. Zakir Hussain, Smt. Ashwini Bhide,  Smt. Arti Anklikar, 
Ut. Rashid Khan, Pt. Yogesh Samsi, Ut. Taufiq Qureshi, and Kaushiki Chakraborty.  
 
His understanding of aesthetics and demonstration of versatility comes through as he is 
constantly pushing the boundary to expand his creativity with his instrument: the harmonium. 
Through his band Harmonic Wind he wants to showcase and explore the Harmonium as not only 
an Indian classical instrument of accompaniment but also as a solo instrument which can easily 
weave itself into various classical and contemporary genres. Harmonic Wind performed and 
garnered appreciation from it’s audiences at Taal Chakra Festival arranged by Pt. Vijay Ghate and 
at Mumbai Piano Day at the NCPA arranged by Maestro Louis Banks. 
 
Additionally, to transmit his creative energy amongst the youth by opening their ears and minds 
to this instrument and the world of classical music, Tanmay has founded Swaranuja.  
 
Currently, Tanmay is developing his craft, collaborating with musicians, imparting training to 
music aspirants and experimenting with genres to create unique experiences for himself and his 
audiences.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Swaranuja  
 
Swaranuja is Tanmay’s passion project in an effort to spread the understanding of the 
beautiful world of Indian music to the people around the world. Tanmay has students from 
various corners of the globe and shares with them his passion for the depth of what the 
Harmonium can do. Seekers keen on learning the instrument are taught by him how to play 
and master the harmonium, explore and understand it’s nuances.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


